
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This is a hall of judgment you are entering; the court is in session; and if
you ________________ five steps forward, you will be at its bar.
1.

(move)move

If a light ________________ rather more than middling good, it will be
radically bad.
2.

(not/be)
is not

Only, if you ________________ there were toys in it, it would be so very
hard to let slip an opportunity of taking just one peep!
3.

(think)
thought

In her belief, if it ________________, the mothers of England would refuse
to send their sons to these ancient but deadly resorts.
4.

(go on)
went on

If it ________________ only a day or two's journey I would not mind; but a
month-no!
5.

(be)
were

I prayed, if it ________________ interference, that the slight sound would
pass unnoticed.
6.

(meet)
met

It seems to me that if I ________________ my hand on the firm, rounded
throat, it would be cold as marble to the touch.
7.

(lay)
laid

We have the information that the boy is alive, at least it is presumed so; but
of course the Indians do not know that we have received such information; if
they ________________, the woman would be killed immediately.

8.

(do)did

And Kent was positive his fifty dollars would bring him results-if he
________________.
9.

(live)lived

If he really ________________ his resolve-and he never changed his
mind-it would be tragic!
10.

(carry out)
carried out

If he ________________ he would not be a friend.11. (misunderstand)misunderstood

It would be curious if I ________________ over a remarkable incident,
which at this time fell out.
12.

(pass)
passed

If another wave like the last ________________ while we are here, it will
not slip under your brig like the last one.
13.

(come)
comes
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You'll say it's dirty, low-down business; but what if it ________________?14.
(be)

is

If they ________________ it into two chambers at all, it will be by
breaking the representative body into two equal halves by lot.
15.

(divide)
divide

If it ________________ for the broad patches of darkness that divided
day from day, he would fear nothing!
16.

(not/be)
were not

She declared she would sell everything at public auction if they
________________ her a proper price.
17.

(not/offer)did not offer

And in the autumn, if the novel ________________ popular, he could
change again, with the advantage of being in the latest fashion.
18.

(prove)
proved

I would speak of this subject with the utmost frankness if I
________________ what to say.
19.

(know)knew

If he ________________ the weaker, he would use his teeth.20. (be)were
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